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The SEMA Show. That is all that needs to be said explaining the love, passion, 
blood, sweat and tears that create a world wind of emotions for automotive 
enthusiast, attendees and builders. 
Finish Line Speed Shop is a hotrod shop that was humbly started by a man who 
hung up his regular every day job of 20 years to start a business building dream 
rides for the people in his community. The family business grew very quickly. 
Even with the quick success, there still seemed to be something missing.  

Together with his family, in 2015 HotRod builder Lyon McClenahan of Finish Line Speed Shop, decided to 
start giving back to others. This began #ProjectGivingBack. 
 
At the 2015 SEMA Show, Finish Line unveiled a 1967 Dodge Dart 
dubbed the "Dream Dart"! It was a 4th generation family heirloom built 
for disabled US Veteran Steve and wife, Keri Connor. After the 
incredible outpouring of encouragement from everybody involved and 
the personal gratification of being able to give back to others, Finish 
Line decided to start a new tradition for SEMA Show builds called 
"Project Giving Back".  
 
For 2016 SEMA we built a 1975 Chevrolet pick-up named "MC-10" to 
Strike Out A.L.S. in honor of a dear friend and local Hot Rod and Custom 
Car builder Mark Cain that lost his battle to A.L.S. (Lou Gehrig's 
disease). Mark built the custom headers for the "Dream Dart" and passed shortly after we returned from 
the SEMA Show 2015.   
 
After a round of car shows and events the spring and summer of 2017, The "MC-10" will be going to 
auction, with proceeds going to A.L.S. Research. The MC-10 brought enough awareness to warrant an 
invite to tape a segment with PowerNation TV Feb. 22, 2017. This will air the end of April and beginning 
of May 2017.  
 

For the 2017 SEMA Show, Finish Line Speed Shop and "Project 
Giving Back" have decided to build a Full Custom GMC C-30 Dually 
and our cause will be for Cancer Research. Proceeds will go to the 
world-renowned Fred Hutch Center Research Center in Seattle, 
WA. Cancer has hit us or someone close to all of us at some point 
or another. Lyon was almost 8-years-old when his dad passed 
away due to complications from brain cancer. Tom was 34. One of 
Lyon’s favorite stories about his dad reveals the true “never let 
anything stop you” stubborn streak both Tom and Lyon possess. 
As a teenager, Lyon’s dad, Tom, crashed his father’s 58 Ford truck. 
Tom taught himself to do the bodywork and paint to fix it himself. 
That candy apple red truck became one of Tom’s most prized 
possessions. It is no wonder that Lyon became a self-made 
Designer, Visionary and Entrepreneur.  
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Unfortunately, like most people today, both Lyon and his wife, Jennifer, have family and close friends who 
are battling this ugly disease.  
At 33, Dana Colon was diagnosed with Breast Cancer. As everyone knew she 
would, with the support of her family and friends, she beat the disease. At 41, 
free from her original diagnosis, Dana was diagnosed with a different form of 
breast cancer. She beat it again. Dana had a great few years of kicking 
cancer’s ass. Unfortunately, at 44, one more time, Cancer reared its ugly head. 
This time Dana was diagnosed with stage IV.  Doctors say Dana will never be 
cured. Currently, Dana is busy proving cancer will not control her life, she is a 
warrior, refusing to allow the darkness cancer brings to outshine the positive 
radiant attitude she exuberates every single day.  
#FightLikeDana is real. 
 

Kevin Veach was diagnosed with Multiple Myeloma cancer, also called 
Kahler’s Disease. Prior to diagnosis, Kevin had been to multiple doctors, 
specialists and chiropractors but he was left without any answer as to why 
he was experiencing so much pain. At 40 years old, Kevin, desperate, walked 
into an emergency room at Swedish Hospital in Seattle, WA. It was this place 
that doctors explained to Kevin this was much more than “back pain”. Since 
then, Kevin has astonished his medical team. Most patients with this disease 
are over the age of 60, and told they have a 3-4 year life expectancy. 3 years 
later, Kevin has had a stem cell transplant, all while remaining the happy 
and driven Kevin we all love.  
   

Dana and Kevin will be forever battling cancer, together; we can honor their courage and determination. 
Our desire is to build a Custom GMC C-30 Dually. We know that becoming a sponsor of this SEMA build is 
a big step for any company, regardless of size or budget. Finish Line Speed Shop takes great pride in 
exceeding the expectations of our sponsors. We become an extension of our Partner’s marketing 
department and company. Our involvement can include anything from car show appearances, print 
advertisements, magazine debuts and the ultimate debut of this ride at SEMA 2017. It is our hope that 
those who partner with us share the vision and philosophy of the hot rod industry. We guarantee we will 
work hard and represent each sponsor with dedication, devotion, and integrity regardless of the size of 
the sponsorship. In 2016, the SEMA unveiling video of Finish Line Speed Shop’s charity build was viewed 
on Instagram over 20,000 times. Pictures of the build have over 100,000 likes between Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. 
(c10talk)  https://instagram.com/p/BMRqM5gjBED/    
(bagged_4_life)  https://instagram.com/p/BMRxpeHI_nU/ 
Our SEMA 2017 build is dedicated to trying to “Burn Out” Cancer. Proceeds from our build will be 
donated to Cancer Research in honor of all those effected.  

 Together, let's “Burnout Cancer” with the BC-30 1967 GMC Custom Dually! 
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